
 

CHAPTER V 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We Could Be Beautiful tells about someone who is rich and he or she spent their entire 

life surrounded by beautiful things, but he or she feel incomplete because they need true love 

he or she never get a true love from their partner before because they are just want he or she 

money. Catherine West want a true love and has a family with her partner until she meet 

someone who can make her life better than before and can make her feeling alive. However, 

there are has conflicts in We Could Be Beautiful. The conflicts are internal conflict and external 

conflict.  

The theme of this term-paper is ‘Love and conflict in novel We Could Be Beautiful by 

Swan Huntley’. In order to prove the theme, I applied both intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. 

By using intrinsic approach, I analyze some character in this novel through method of 

characterization (First-person participant) – such as Catherine West, William Stockton and 

Elizabeth – the analysis of setting, and I told the plot of the story from it is exposition, 

complication, crisis, falling action and resolution. While the analysis of the extrinsic approach, 

I use love and conflict. 

In my opinion, this novel gives moral message, that not easy to get a true love and has 

a perfect family and also we cannot trust anyone very easy because we do not know who is he 

or she the real and he or she life in the past. We do not know what he or she wants to come in 

our life. 

According to the research, it has a potential for the next research. There are only a few 

journals and researches that discuss and analyze the application of love and conflict in literary 

work, in my opinion the result of this research can help to enrich to source. This research also 

can introduce the students about kinds of love and conflict in literary work. It is accompanied 

by the example of each love and conflict in We Could Be Beautiful novel. 

 


